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As Astoria fought Sarovia to claim York Town, The Alliance 
wasn’t having it. Forces of The State were getting ready for war 
by recruiting and outfitting the soldiers. State was going to 
join in on the fight, but decided to do so secretly. We did this 
by mustering behind Pyrat Bay, south of York Town, in the water. 
People were being briefed on the plan in an orderly fashioned 
line. In the process, a Sarovian spotted us preparing for the 
attack. Members of The State fled the area, from the water all 
the way to the Graal City sign. After regrouping, Auel ordered 
us to attack with full force. Horses were flying through the 
narrow forest trying to get to York Town, The State poured over 
the bridge and headed towards the graveyard to join the fight. 
When State joined the fight, it doubled the size of Astoria’s 
force, leaving Sarovia without hope of winning. Further along in 
the fight, reinforcements arrived to assure the loss of Sarovia. 
Colonel Dread and the allied militaries came up with a brilliant 
plan to aid us in battle and give us an upper hand. State 
members would go into the graveyard section of the battle 
location and try to lure the Sarovians to come inside the 
graveyard. When all Sarovian forces were in the graveyard all of 
the State soldiers jumped off the graveyard and into the water, 
then returned to land to keep fighting. The alliance was able to 
push the Sarovians into the graveyard and keep them there. The 
Battle at York Town raged on overnight when people were getting 
warped and York Town was getting ghosted constantly. Near 1:00PM 
EST 6/27/2017 Sarovians were no longer at the area and the 
alliance won York Town.  


